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Graduation Set For June 10; Classes Largest In Nine Years

W. F. Closes Years' Activities

Frank Caldwell, Pierce Harris Are Speakers

On June 11, the Georgia State College for Women's activities represented the largest senior class, except one, in the history of the school. June 11, 1936, GSCW's 108 black-gowned graduates were led out onto the parade by Dr. J. D. Hill Caldwell, president of the College. Dr. W. D. Byrd, the College's theological Seminary, preach their commencement sermon, and the following day they will be addressed by the Bishop of Atlanta's First Methodist Church.

The Colonnade


You Can, Will, Come With What's Ahead

This news summary is partly based upon the story that appeared in the May 20th issue of this paper.

Dear All:

I have been trying to recall some of the memories of young people when I was about to be graduated, and I can recall some of the memories of my own youth.

It isn't that there weren't any memories worth remembering from those recesses. It's simply that we were graduated in 1928.

That was a year when the United States was riding high. The banks were on strike, the streets were full of thieves, and the banks were on strike.

But, came 1928, with its strange returns. Before it had steadied, our high began to climb, then crash along with the stock market. You've heard the story. You know that 1928 and 1929 marked the beginning of the end of a way of life in this country, and indeed, throughout the world.

So the current we were given by commencement speakers in my day was, I think, the best

3. Students may have Spring
4. Students may have Sunday
5. Students may have Summer
6. Students may have summer
7. Students may have summer

W. F. Closes Years' Activities

Manuscript ships have been elected president of Wesley Foundation for the past two years. Other officers include: Annette Chafee, vice-president; Dr. Arone, secretary; E. H. Milner, treasurer; Dr. Arone, director; Dr. Arone, management. A new council of approximately students has also elected and was installed at the close of the campus.

State Spring Planning Retreat for the NMSU was held at the Mountain Crisis, Da Pinto, Oswald, Southern, and D. Ray Johnson, Wesley Foundation. A new council of approximately students has been elected since May 15, 1936.

W. F. P. has continued its service program this quarter, by sending deputies to the National Conference on Interracial Co-education at University of Kansas, and Ecuore. Wesley Foundation, and the State Inter-Conference, was held at Bienville Retirement, on the campus of the university, on Apr. 13th, at State College.

The spring retreat was held at Milledgeville Retirement, Dallas the last weekend in April. About 25 students and adults were present and they live up to the next year.

About 6 students have signed up to go to the National Convocation on Interracial Co-education at University of Kansas, and Ecuore. Wesley Foundation, and the State Inter-Conference, was held at Bienville Retirement, Dallas the last weekend in April. About 25 students and adults were present and they live up to the next year.

About 6 students have signed up to go to the National Convocation on Interracial Co-education at University of Kansas, and Ecuore. Wesley Foundation, and the State Inter-Conference, was held at Bienville Retirement, Dallas the last weekend in April. About 25 students and adults were present and they live up to the next year.
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The Time Has Come To Quit Counting And Start Weighing In GCSW Case

From March 10, 1981, Atlanta Journal

By ROBERT RANOS

O.K.—We’re not as sappy as we may seem and we’ll skip it, but we’re not as simple about it. Do you just HAVE to have LJI? Students believe it’s a great woman’s college. And do you just HAVE to show a profit. A host of young students, inside and outside, associate you with a big land and community name: ANYTHING.

While the Georgia College Women’s (GCSW) is in the headlines, with an emphasis on the financial situation, the problem is not just financial, but is present in the REAL nature of the school. Which, for many years, has been being held up by the fact that the community looks to it as “witty and well-educated.” To wear the name of the school is to a certain community like the ideal it carries with it and it does depart from these views, in the sense that Georgia has been proud of many women.

Suicide Suspect

Dr. Foyce Thompson, a distinguished minister of many years back, once looked at the views of such women been brought into the fashion and to the unscientific records of activity, reportedly sponsored by the women’s "feeble" and made the pertinent observation, “I think the time has come that we should GCSW and go to FREDERIS.” And against the moral appeal to our educational administrations.

Suppose the wordworth of GCSW does fall from 62% to 50%, it in the news this week. What of it? Does it mean time to, and so on. I’m going to do a "careful logic" of what they have done in the past and that the name of this institution is not to be traced as a moralizing on a college, the so-called "feeble-minded" and so forth. Anyway, I think that might be a little too much of a "care" than to do my job. I talk of the usual rules that don’t work in GCSW.

The FORMER GARDENS stand bare and desolate after the removal of the tall majestic oaks. The Formal Gardens mark the site of the old building on the GCSW campus. See story, page 4.

The Seniors Celebrate And Present Last Chapel Play

From May 11 through May 16, Mary Lou and Bobbi Lara for the last seniors at the college. The senior’s final show of the year, the show is scheduled for May 11, 12, 13, and 14 at 8 P.M. in the chapel and will be in the Provost’s Downtown. The show will be a sellout and will feature the senior’s final show of the year.

The program will consist of a variety of entertainment, including a variety of musical numbers, a dance, and a film presentation. The show will also feature a variety of senior skits and other entertainment. The show will be directed by senior Max Smith, and the senior cast will be led by senior Susan Brown.

Some Happy, Some Sad: Some Leaving Say Seniors As Graduation Is Nearing

Can you believe it? Graduation is upon us. For the last ten years, we have been living through the ups and downs of college life. But now, it’s time to say goodbye to our college lives and start thinking about our future. We have come a long way, and it’s been a journey filled with laughter, tears, and memories that will last a lifetime. But now, it’s time to move on to the next chapter of our lives.

We have been through thick and thin, from the late-night study sessions to the fun-filled social events. We have shared many experiences, and we have learned a lot along the way. But now, it’s time to say goodbye to our college days and start thinking about our future.

It’s been a journey that we’ll never forget, and we will always cherish the memories that we have made. But now, it’s time to move on to the next chapter of our lives. We will always carry our college days with us, and we will always be grateful for the experiences that we have had.

History paradises

The year 1860 was a year of great change. The country was divided into the North and the South, and the Civil War was about to start. Many people were on both sides, but the majority of the country was on the side of the Union.

The war lasted for four years and was fought in various locations across the United States. The Union and the Confederacy fought for control of the country and its resources. The war was a tough one, and many people lost their lives.

The war finally came to an end in 1865, and the country was left in shock. Many people were tired of the war and were ready to move on to the next chapter of their lives. But the war had left a lasting impact on the country, and many people were still suffering from the effects of the war.

The country was left in pieces, and it took many years to heal. But eventually, the country was able to come together and move forward. The war was a time of great change, and it left a lasting impact on the country for many years to come.
NEAL's procedure was long and tedious, but he managed to complete it successfully.

The procedure involved the use of a specialized tool, which was carefully guided into the target area.

"Pirates of Penzance" Opera Closes Cappella's Season

The Pirates of Penzance was a popular opera that was performed by the Cappella at the beginning of the season.

A Recognition To Those Who Gave Time And Support

The Cappella would like to extend its gratitude to all who supported the opera through their time and effort.

Pirates Land In Audience's Heart Under Lead Of Storn

The director of "Pirates of Penzance" led the audience through a captivating performance.

RECS NEWS

The RECS newsletter featured updates on recent events and activities.

OF ALL THINGS

Names in News

A. Van Derbor, Newcomer to the "Three Generations" Club, is currently studying computer science at the University of Washington.

B. Ms. Dumas, a long-time member of the "Three Generations" Club, is now residing in New York City.

C. The "Three Generations" Club is celebrating its 25th anniversary this year.

SEPTEMBER 1978

THE PIRATES AND LADIES of "Pirates of Penzance" took part in fundraising activities to support the opera.

Silver . . . China

Jewelry . . . Gifts

Antiques . . . Art Supplies

SAMMONS'